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SUMMARY:  The Tal-War is now in orbit around Pacifica and the crew is going on shore leave, but not before the Captain and OPS guys go crazy.  It seems that the host of Wuer are rearing their ugly heads.  The Guardian is en route to Pacifica and is due to arrive within the next eight hours.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin – It’s supposed to be shore leave >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::secures the flight console and stands up::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::in sickbay, looking at the test results::

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
::at his console::

XO_Quchant says:
::at the science department's replicator console station::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
::asleep on a biobed::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::exits his office and walks towards the CO:: Self: So much for shore leave...

XO_Quchant says:
::getting strange looks from the science department personnel::

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
FCO: All done here. Permission to be dismissed for shore leave?

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::sits in sickbay near the CO::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::looks around:: CTO: Looks like just about everyone else has already left.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Good morning, Comman- I mean, Domar. ::smiles tiredly:: I don't suppose you found anything more on how to do a host transfer without a Guardian?

XO_Quchant says:
::finally comes up with the correct solution::

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
FCO: Except us... ::waiting to be dismissed::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  No Doctor, I haven't.  But, I know there is a way, but it isn't conventional, nor very safe.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::thinks:: CTO: Is Gopher off the ship yet?

XO_Quchant says:
:::brings up the program he initiated when Lt Lorehani beamed down and finds her exact location on the surface::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Hm, I am not sure I want to risk it. But it might be good to have it in dire circumstances. Could you outline it for me, please? ::readies his PADD::

XO_Quchant says:
::punches the button to transport down the 'gift' right in front of Lt. Lorehani on the surface::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
::sits up on the biobed quickly:: Aloud: Damn it the Klingons are coming for us....

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
::shrugs and makes an 'I dunno' noise:: FCO: I don't think about Gopher.

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  Well, I would have to find the specifics, but, essentially, it has to do with moving the electrical impulses from one place to the other.

<Lorehani> ::Enjoying her time on the beach.  It's been nice to just relax for a moment.  Even if her husband is a working toad.::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
Aloud: Carol Marcus thinks she can play god and look where it’s got us...

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::snaps his head around:: Self: Dammit, I should have kept the restraints on. OPS: I'll be with you in a few minutes ::walks towards the CO::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  After all, that is all that the brain is - a gathering of electrical impulses.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
CTO: Then you'd best check, he's a tricky little blighter and I don't want him left here to wreak havok.

Host Lorehani says:
::Suddenly at the foot of the deck chair something materializes in front her.  She sits up wondering.::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
CO: Capt- Er, Tobius, you need to lie down, you are not well

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: Captain Archer was suppose to be here an hour ago....  where is he?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
FCO: Me? Why me? Hasn't he ruined enough of my shore leaves? I was hoping to meet up with Jessica.

XO_Quchant says:
::confirms the transport is complete and then heads back to the bridge::

Host Lorehani says:
::A big smile crosses her face as she reaches for the gift that just appeared.:: Self:  So maybe he is not such toad after all.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
CTO: You want to have a ship to come back to right?

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
CO: Sir, you are not well, I suggest that you lie down again... ::thinks:: If you do so, I will see where Captain Archer is

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
FCO: Not really fussed. ::shrugs again:: I just want my shore leave.

Host Lorehani says:
::She hits her combadge.::  *XO*:  Baby, I got your gift...it's perfect.  So when can you get here so I can thank you?

XO_Quchant says:
::gets in the turbolift::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: I think you right Doctor... I think Wuer is suffering from shadow memories of our prvious hosts....

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
::waiting as patiently as he can for the FCO::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
CO: Hence why I need you to lie down, if you are unable to control Wuer's impulses I might need to reactivate a containment field

XO_Quchant says:
*Lorey*: As soon as we can slap the slug back into correct behaviour

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::gets up and walks over.::  CO/CMO:  I concur.  It is very much a possibility.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
CTO: Ah sod it, Go on down to the surface, I've got some stuff to catch up with here.

XO_Quchant says:
::gets out at the bridge::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
::lies back down:: Aloud: But after the ceremony we need to discuss the formation of Section 31...

XO_Quchant says:
::walks down to the centre chair::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
CO/OPS: And how many of these 'shadow' memories are...well, 'bad' ?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
FCO: Thank you!

Host Lorehani says:
*XO*:  Ok, I'll be waiting.  I got a great room with an ocean view and I bought a new bikini?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
::leaves before the FCO can change his mind::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  Honestly, I can only attest to the one's I have.  And some of those aren't that great.

XO_Quchant says:
::blushes as the rest of the bridge crew heard that last comment::

XO_Quchant says:
*Lorey*: ahem...I'm on the bridge now....I'll see you as soon as I can..Quchant out

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: How risky is this procedure you mentioned? Is the Trill council aware of it?

XO_Quchant says:
::looks at the FCO:: Go on...get going...you need shore leave too.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
XO: No I don't, but I will take this opportunity to get some pressing matters attended to.

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO: It is extremely risky and as far as I remember, they do not know about it.

XO_Quchant says:
FCO: Fair enough.

XO_Quchant says:
*CMO*: Doctor...status on the Captain please

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
::hums as he walks::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::frowns:: OPS: Dealing with electrical impulses and the brain is very risky indeed. Is there a way to run a few simulations on this?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::exits the bridge and heads for his quarters::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
*XO*: Commander, the Captain is conscious, we are...unfortunately... no closer really to finding a way to get the hosts back into his body without a Guardian.

XO_Quchant says:
*CMO*: Understood

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
*XO*: Domar has suggested something but I am unwilling, at this juncture, to take that risk

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
::beams down suddenly, hoping to catch the next showing of Pacifica Cooking LIVE!::

XO_Quchant says:
AOPS: Contact the surface government.  Ask them if by some weird coincidence there is a trill guardian on the surface right now?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::first order of business, he orders a sandwich::

ACTION:  On the beach, is a fruit competition. The "Ten palaces of the universe."

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::hears a lot of kerfuffle on the beach and heads on over at the smell of food::

ACTION:  Gopher falls into step with the CTO.

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::walks over to a terminal to check on the progress of the Guardian::

@<Gopher> ::Throws his arm around Zarn::  CTO:  So what is hanging there Chief?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::with a Jumja stick on one hand, a sandwich in the other and a mixture of both around his lips he sticks the Jumja delicacy onto Gophers face:: Gopher: No, thank you.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::searches his quarters until he finds what he's looking for then sits at his table console::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  The Guardian should be here in about 7 hours.

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@*Xavier*: Zarn to Jessica, ready for our date?

Host Gopher says:
@::Takes the sticky confection from his face and sticks it in his mouth::  CTO:  Come on now....You know, Aunty Rachel is holding a BBQ want to go...?

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Seven hours? ::looks in disbelief:: Alright, thank you, Domar... I am not sure how much more you can do here, if you want to let the Commander take her shore leave you can.

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@Gopher: Sorry, I have a hot date with your sister. ::grins as he walks along the beach thinking of entering the competition::

Host Gopher says:
@::Trips Zarn::  CTO:  You are NOT DATING MY SISTER.....


XO_Quchant says:
*CMO*: When this is all over said and done, please let me know exactly what caused this to happen.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
*XO*: ::suppresses a sigh:: Aye, aye, Commander

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  Perhaps that would be best, Doctor.

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@Gopher: Want to be a part of my competition entry? If not, I suggest you leave. Want to see me and your sister get up to things that will scar your mind forever? No? Then I suggest you leave.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: I will let you know if anything changes and thank you for your help

@<Jessica> CTO:  I'll meet you on the beach babe...I got us a room.  I hope you don't mind?

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  You are most welcome.  Please inform me when the Guardian has arrived.  I will beam back up.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::nods:: OPS: Enjoy the beach

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::taps away at the console and the PADD on the desk beside it::

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@ ::has a huge grin on his face as he looks at Gopher's reaction:: *Xavier*: Sounds very very romantic.

Host Gopher says:
@::Snarls at the CTO::  CTO:  I'm not going anywhere.  My sister is pure and innocent.  She is not learning the ways of the world from you.  Besides you are going to my Aunty...

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
::sits up quickly again:: CMO/ OPS: You know this morning I was lecturing to this cocky upstart, now what was his name.... seemed to have an answer for everything

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::turns to the CO:: CO: What was he doing, Tobius?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@Gopher: Innocent? Not the word I'd use after last... never mind. Leave us, or I'll make YOU a Jumja stick.

@<Jessica>  CTO:  I'll meet you in a bit then.  Oh and we have to make an appearance at Aunty Rachel's.  She is having one of her famous BBQ's.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
Self: Maybe I can bide my time by talking to the CO, and keeping an eye on his mental condition

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::blinks a couple of times as Domar allows Telgar to emerge:: CMO:  That is sooooo weird!

Host Gopher says:
@::Punches the CTO in the nose.::


OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::taps her com badge::  *FCO* Will, where are you?

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Describe it to me, Commander?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@*Xavier*: A family do? Time to introduce me properly to the family or am I not ::pauses as Gopher hurts his hand on his nose, then continues:: invited?

<AOPS> XO:  I've got a com from the Guardian.  He will be here in 30 mins.

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: Tobius, now I don't think that was his name...

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  It is like I could see and hear everything that was going on, but, I couldn't do anything.  Like someone else was making me do things.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::looks up from the console:: *OPS*: I'm in my quarters hun, are you OK?

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Sounds scary

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@Gopher: Now, do I really need to get your lead out?

@<Jessica>  CTO:  It turns out that Aunty Rachel really likes you.  She wants you to come.

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@*Xavier*: I hope so. Your brother seems to dislike me very much. So where do I meet you, my little sandwich?

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*FCO*:  For the time being, I'm fine.  I will have to return to the ship when the Guardian arrives.

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO:  It is Doctor.  It is.

@<Jessica> *CTO*:  At my Aunt's.  If Goph’ is there can you drag him with you.  It seems that Aunt Rachel wants to speak to him.

XO_Quchant says:
AOPS: Make sure all the alpha shift are either off duty or have shore leave on the surface please.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Hold still, I need to take a few readings. ::takes out his tricorder:: It is still a fairly unknown field of study

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
*OPS*: So they're letting you go are they, that's great news, how long do you think we have?

<AOPS> XO:  Will do Sir.  Will that include yourself Sir?

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: James, I sure that was his name..... don't think he'll make much of himself really with and attitude like that.

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO: Sure Doc.

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::a little worried:: *Xavier*: I'll meet you soon. And yes, I have Gopher here. I'll drag him along. ::grabs Gopher by his wrist and literally drags him along the sand::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*FCO* Well, last time I checked, we have 7 hours.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::runs the tricorder over her, taking the brainwave readings:: OPS: Thanks

XO_Quchant says:
AOPS: I wish...however, with the captain out of commission, the regulations say I should stay on the ship.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
*OPS*: Shall we hit the beach then?

<AOPS> XO:  Yeah the regulations suck.  ::Turns back to his console.::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Alright, you are free to go. Have fun, Commander ::smiles::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*FCO*: Sounds like a plan.

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@Gopher: You know, I run a tactical fighting course in the holodeck. You might want to pass it before trying to hit me again. You could have broken your hand.

Host Gopher says:
@::Barely has control of his feet as he is being dragged.::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
CMO: Thank you Doctor.  Give me a yell when you need me.

XO_Quchant says:
AOPS: They are there for a reason though

Host Gopher says:
@::Glares at the CTO::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
*OPS*: I'll meet you in the transporter room. ::smiles and stands up::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Of course, bring me back a cocktail umbrella

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::not noticing the glares as he continues dragging Gopher along the beach::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
OPS: Maybe with a cocktail with it

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::laughs:: CMO:  Will do Doc.


CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: James? Can you remember the surname?

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
*FCO* See you there.  I'm on my way.

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::head for the transporter room.::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
::Tobius shakes his head:: CMO: Whose James Doc?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::quickly gets changed and heads for the transporter room::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
CO: No one, Tobius, just someone apparently Wuer knew

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
CO: Tell me about the Trill symbiosis program, how did you qualify for it?

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::gets to the right place as he sees Jessica talking with her Aunt:: Xavier: Hi Jessica. ::nods to her Aunt:: AdmXavier: Hello...is it maam today or is this an informal meeting? ::stops dragging Gopher, and gives his a huge slap on the back looking friendly::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
::rrives at the transporter room and waits for Will::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: Oh right... sorry its very strange just snippets of things.... The Symbiosis Commission... right

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::walks in to the transporter room:: OPS: Ready to go? ::smiles::

@<Admiral> CTO:  Good day, Lieutenant.  I'm happy to see you again.  ::notices that her nephew was being dragged and shakes her head.  Notices also the goo goo eyes that Jessica is giving the big Lurian and decides she can have fun with this.::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
FCO:  Very ready.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
CO: We have about 7 hours until the Guardian arrives, how are you feeling?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
::takes Sharra's hand and steps onto the pad, giving a nod to the transporter chief::

ACTION:  The FCO and the OPS Officer are beamed to the surface.

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: I suppose I would always become an initiate....  I come from several generations that have been joined.....

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::makes a note he was called by his rank not name:: Adm: Nice to meet you again, Maam.

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: I'm sure I can hold out Doc

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
@FCO: I want to get a new bathing suit.  Shall we take a walk through the shops so I can find one?

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
<@>

@<Admiral> ::Smiles:: CTO:  So I was thinking about having a BBQ for the reception.  Do you want to be married on Pacifica, Risa or maybe my home on Earth or the Lurian home world?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::looks around, pleasantly surprised to be in the right place:: OPS: Sure, they shouldn't be too far away.

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::looks directly at the Admiral:: Adm: BBQ... what food is that exactly?

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
@ FCO:  Let's go then.  ::smiles::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::pats him lightly on the shoulder:: CO: Good. I am interested about the Trill culture, they too seem to be heavily into the mystical, kind of like my father's race, the Bajorans.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::offers Sharra his arm as they walk::

Host Gopher says:
@::Turns purple at the thought of the marriage.::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
@ ::puts her arm through Will's as they walk off to find her suit::

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@ ::sees the Gopher reaction and decides he likes seeing that:: Adm: And marriage...well a serious commitment, and I am very serious with your niece.

@<Admiral> ::Motions for someone to come over.  She calls him Father.:: CTO:  This is Father Joseph... He is going to conduct the marriage ceremony.

@<Jessica> ::Rolls her eyes::

XO_Quchant says:
*CMO*: Doctor....the guardian is going to be here in roughly 20 minutes

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@Adm: If and when that time comes, we will arrange our own wedding, thank you. ::looks to Jessica with a look that every boyfriend has when they meet the family - confused and needing reassuring::

ACTION:  The FCO and OPS promptly loose their combadges in the sand.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
*XO*: Wha? ::clears throat:: Aye, sir, thank you

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
COM: OPS: Doctor Ro'kar to Commander Telgar... ::waits for a response:: Self: Strange...


@<Jessica> ::Trying not to laugh::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::looks around at the various buildings and shacks as they walk::

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
CMO: A Guardian... so soon?  And so far from Trill

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
@ :: points to a little clothing shop :: FCO:  Let's try there.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
::taps his commbadge again:: COM: OPS: Doctor Ro'kar to Commander Telgar... come in...

@<Admiral> CTO:  Of course but since I will be paying for the wedding.....well you know how that goes.   Do you wear tuxes?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::Smiles and follows Sharra's lead::

@<Admiral> ::Looks him up and done trying to figure out if there is a tux big enough::

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@Adm: Anyway, where is the food? Jessica said she has found us a r...eally nice place to go for a walk together.

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
*XO*: Commander, I can't seem to contact Commander Telgar, has she left the ship?

@<Admiral> ::Points to the left.::

XO_Quchant says:
*CMO*: Let's check.... one moment

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
@::enters the shop and looks for the swim suit section::

XO_Quchant says:
AOPS: Check on the location of Commander Telgar please

CTO_Lt_Zarn says:
@::nods to the Adm:: Jessica: Shall we? ::extends an arm::

<AOPS> ::Scans the surface for the Commander.::  XO:  Ahhhh looks like she is sunbathing on the beach.

XO_Quchant says:
AOPS: Interesting....

XO_Quchant says:
*CMO*: It appears commander Telgar is on the surface

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::looks around and picks one off the rack:: OPS: What about this one? ::grins::

CMO_Lt_Rokar says:
*XO*: Great. We need to get her back on the ship

Host CO_Cpt_Wuer says:
::lays back down on the bed::

OPS_Cmdr_Telgar says:
@FCO:  You have to be kidding?  That is two strings!


<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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